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The provinces seemed at first to prevail. When'Verginius
Rufus, commander of the legions in Germany, refused to reign,
Galba was proclaimed emperor by the army in Spain and
recognized as such by the other armies and by the Senate. But
when he came to Rome, the praetorians, fearing the loss of
their privileges, made away with him and placed Otho on the
throne. The legions in Germany rebelled and raised Vitellius
to power. He marched on Rome and conquered the praetorians
on the plains of north Italy. But now a fourth candidate
appeared in the field—T. Flavius Vespasianus, put forward by
the armies in the East. The army of the Danube declared for
him and overthrew Vitellius. Vespasian came to Rome and by
his experience, coolness, and firmness founded a dynasty which
lasted for a considerable time. So A. d. 69, the year of the four
emperors, came to an end, and the principate triumphed once
more, as a standing institution, as an idea ; but it was clear
that the ruler must be a constitutional ruler, and that the time
had not yet come for an unconcealed military despotism.
This triumph of the principate as an institution found
expression in a law specially proposed by Vespasian and
accepted by the Senate—the lex de imperio Vespasiani, or
law to define Vespasian's powers. It was in fact more com-
prehensive than the name implies. It was the first attempt
to define in writing the relations between the princeps and
the state. It contained nothing new: Vespasian merely
brought together all that had been adopted in practice for
nearly a century. The rights and duties of the ruler, upon
which Augustus had built up his supremacy, and which had
been altered in some details by his successors, were here
enumerated one after another. Thus the troubled c year of
the four emperors', as the year a. d. 69 is called by our
authorities, did not lead to a military tyranny exercised by
a favourite of the soldiers, but to the re-establishment of the
principate as devised by Augustus.
During the hundred years which divide Vespasian from
Augustus, the principate, as such, had kept its main founda-
tions unshaken. Except for the attempt of Caligula to
convert it into an absolute monarchy, all the emperors held
fast to the policy of Augustus in domestic and foreign affairs.
When the election of magistrates was transferred by Tiberius
from the popular assembly to the Senate, he was only sum-
ming up a process complete even under Augustus, by which

